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Summary:
If you’ve never come up with any ebooks or digital products on your own but you’ve been writin
You won’t believe that you already have your own digital product in hand.

You’d probably think that your own product has to be an ebook, a piece of software or some sor
That is normal.

Though you can’t actually hold a digital product, the image of a book that appears on a websit
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Article Body:
If you’ve never come up with any ebooks or digital products on your own but you’ve been writin
You won’t believe that you already have your own digital product in hand.

You’d probably think that your own product has to be an ebook, a piece of software or some sor
That is normal.

Though you can’t actually hold a digital product, the image of a book that appears on a websit
That’s why creating an ebook can sometimes be a logical way to own a digital product.
But, you’ve been missing the point.

Like I said in the opening paragraph, if you have been writing articles and posting in forums,
Take writing articles for example.
You can write a 500 to 600-word article about a topic and then leave an affiliate link to the
Since there’s no article can be written exactly the same by two different authors, unless you

What you need to do next is market your article as if you’re marketing an ebook or other digit
How do you market your own articles?

One way to do it is by submitting your articles to hundreds of article directories and thousan

If you want a quick result, and get your article listed in major search engines in as little a
What if you don’t write an article, but have been actively posting in forums?
Well, use bits and pieces of the postings and turn them into articles.
For example, post a question like "how do you get top ranking in search engine?"

Then, when you get enough responses, compile the answers and write an article based on the inf

Include a short promotion about you in the author byline and Presto! You’ve got an article. Yo
Of course, you don’t normally create an image of article cover (like ebook normally has ebook
Now, can you easily create a 500-word article?
How fast can you write a 500-word article?
Can you write more than one 500-word article?
Think about it. I’ve just created a product of my own and you’re done reading it in less then

Is this article a great product? You´ll be the judge, but what’s more important is that I’ve a
Haven’t I?
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